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• Emphasise that whilst the triage sieve challenges individual responders to focus 
their care away from those who in might other circumstances survive it is 
important to recognise that by their nature mass casualty incidents outstretch the 
resources available.
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• Take time to talk through the different levels of triage
• Emphasise

• As soon as a decision to one of the coloured categories has been reached 
the patient should be labelled appropriately allowing the responder to 
move to the next casualty. It is not necessary to undertake all parts of the 
sieve where enough information allows for a triage decision to be made.

• Note that the physical interventions of those undertaking triage are limited to
1. The ABC checks
2. Applying a tourniquet or a haemostatic dressing to control catastrophic 

haemorrhage
3. Opening the airway on an unconscious non-breathing casualty to see if 

they start breathing unaided
4. Moving the unconscious breathing casualty into the recovery position
5. Labelling/marking each casualty with their triage outcome – the next slide 

provides a little information on this process
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• Explain different labelling system are used 
• Many use record type cards that allow for observations and interventions 

to be recorded (top & bottom)
• Some are quick application ‘slappers’
• In extremis with no formal system available marking the forehead/cheek or 

the use of coloured pegs can be considered.
• Remind participants that formal note based systems should be implemented as 

soon as they become available
• That they form part of the ongoing medical record
• Are an invaluable source of post incident data and evidence
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• Explain that the conundrum is paediatric triage due to their changing physiological 
parameters with age

• Using a tape system paediatric casualties are appropriately triaged into the 
same outcome categories as adults
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• Work is ongoing in this regard
• Whilst it may be tempting to adopt a local, more ‘reliable/accurate’, triage 

sieve methodology this should be weighed carefully against the confusion 
introduced if the well established JESIP principles in this regard are ignored.
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• This slide introduces a triage exercise participants should be able to undertake 
rapidly within the workshop
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• Allow a few minutes for the participants to triage these casualties 
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• A further mouse click reveals the answers
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• There are 10-animations to this slide to reveal the answer to each casualty
• Continue to the next answer using a mouse click
• The next slide presents all of the answers on one slide

• The rationales for each answer is as follows:
1. Walking wounded
2. No breathing when the airway opened
3. Walking wounded
4. Catastrophic haemorrhage, albeit already controlled
5. Walking wounded
6. Unable to walk, no P1 physiological parameters
7. Unable to walk, no P1 physiological parameters
8. Unconscious and breathing (placed into the recovery position
9. Walking wounded
10. Unable to walk, no P1 physiological parameters (Emphasise the rapidity of 

the assessment)
• Confirm that this is a coarse tool and disadvantages some for the greater benefit 

of others
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• Emphasise the need not to underestimate the matter of evolving injury and illness 
amongst the walking wounded

• It is not unusual for medical conditions to present in this manner – ACS, 
asthma etc.
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• Explain that the triage sieve precedes the treatment stage which includes further 
assessment of key physical parameters as part of a more nuanced triage sort which 
includes clinical insight and assessment as part of the measurement tool

• Triage sort is a part of the wider MAJAX response organised by the 
Ambulance Tactical Commander
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